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There are many courses that train you in yoga. Right from the basics to the most advanced ones.
Different forms, styles and different ashrams teach this art in their own style. Every ashram has their
way of explaining and incorporating this art and its value in you. One such very famous yoga
program is â€˜Divine Light yoga Teacher Training Vancouverâ€™. This is one of the most effective, hard
working, exciting, glamorous and amusing yoga program.

This is a very famous program in Vancouver. This provides you a complete certified course in yoga
training. It will train you right from the basics to the highly advanced courses. They ultimately
connect you to this divine concept and incorporate this art in you. They say that it is not working out
rather it is working on your body. It is just the perfect way to find an answer to the question â€˜who you
are?â€™. It makes you realize that God resides within you so you should keep your body and mind
healthy, pure and clean. It provides all sorts of physical, spiritual, emotional and mental satisfactions
ad benefits.

The 200 hour training program at this center comprises of :

â€¢	Anatomy and Philosophy related to Hatha yoga

â€¢	Philosophy of Yoga

â€¢	Antahakarana â€“ understanding your inner self

â€¢	Asana

â€¢	Yogic way of living

â€¢	Parananyama

â€¢	Raja Yog

â€¢	Karma yog

â€¢	Bhakti Yog, etc.

Their training program helps you in becoming a professional trainer. It trains you in this art, it
develops your communication power and emphasizes on philosophy, anatomy and therapies of
yoga. It trains in so many styles that there is hardly any style of this exercise which is not taught her
at Vancouver. They train you keeping in mind that how would you teach yoga in future. Experienced
practitioners who would like to become trainers are welcomed at Divine. Even if you just wish to
enhance your knowledge and stay fit you can learn this art from Divine. However, this 200 hour long
program is a physical, mental and emotional challenge for you.

Having evolved over years of practice and dedication this 200 hour program, provides you rigorous
training in this art. It is known as having the highest standards in training and continuously optimizes
and updates course contents as per the changes and demands. They have the best faculty
appointed to train you.
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They not only teach you but make you understand the concepts so that you can incorporate it in
your life.

Become a certified yoga trainer with one of the best yoga teacher training programs and master this
form of exercise. Learn to stay fit from the best in this field.
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Carmela Turner - About Author:
carmelamturner is a expart of Yoga Retreats. She provide information about a Seva and Meditation
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